(c) the terminal vertex of e . is the initial vertex of e ,, . ,, for 1 < h < k. Hence, Theorem 4 is true for re = 2 or 3. Figure 1 illustrates a portion of the digraph G described preceding Theorem 2 associated with B . We may place the set of all cu £ P such that cul = 2, cu2 = 4 and cu3 = 9 into 1-1 correspondence with itself by reversing the induced orientation of the cycle consisting of the edges e , e , e, e and e. tot each at £ P such that cul = 2, cu2 = 4 and cu3 = 9. If cu «-► cu denotes this cor- 77 ' respondence, then Hcu) = Hcu ) + 1 (mod 2) and sgn(cu) = sgn(cu ). Therefore, 2(-l)'(a,) sgn(cu) = -S(-l)r(£a) sgn(cu), and so 2( -l)r(" > sgn(cu) = 0, where each summation is over all cu £ P such that cul = 2, cu2 = 4 and 72 '
cu3=9.
If cul = 2 and cu2 = 7, then there exists i, A < i < 2re -7, such that cu(z + /) eil, 3, 4, 5i for 0 < ; < 3. Define /: {6, 8, 9.2re -3! -» {1, 2, 3.2re-9! by /(6) = 1 and fix) = x-6 for 8 < x < 2re -3. Define cu' = F(cu) by oj'h = / ° (úih + 2) for I < h < i -2 and cu'/> = / ° cu(/i + 6) for i -2 < h < 2re -9. F: {cu 6 P Icul = 2 and cu2 = 7! -> P -is a 2-1 map that cul = 5 and cu2 = 4.
If cul = 5 and cu2 = 6, then there exists i, A < i < 2re -7, such that ûAi + f) £ 11, 2, 3, 4! for 0 < ; < 3. Define /: ¡7, 8, 9,..., 2re -3i -{l, 2, 3,. .. , 2re -91 by fix) = x -6. Define cu' = F(cu) by co'h = f ° (úih + 2) for 1 < h < i -2 and cú'h = / ° (úih + 6) fot i -2 < h < 2re -9. F: {cu £ P |cul =5 and cu2 = 6! -> P , is a 2-1 map. If cu/ = 2, then Hcu) = r(cú') + 2 and sgn(cu) = -sgn(cu'). If cuz = 3, then Hcu) = Hcu') + 1 and sgn(cu) = sgn(cu').
If cúí = 4 and eu(z' + l) = 2, then rioj) = Hcu') + 3 and sgn(cu) = sgn(cu').
If cu/ = 4 and cu(í + l) = 3, then Hcu) = Hcu ) + 2 and sgn (cu) = -sgn (cu').
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Thus, (-l)r(cü) sgn(cu) = -i-lY{™"> sgn(cu') for each cu £ Pn such that cul = 5 and cu2 = 6. Therefore, -2c = -2S( -l)rt" sgn (cu'), where the summation is over all cu £ P _,, = S( -l)r( ' sgn(cu), where the summation is over all cú £ P such that cul = 5 and cu2 = 6. n We may place the set of all cú £ P such that cul = 5 and cu2 = 9 into 1-1 correspondence with itself by reversing the induced orientation of the subpath consisting of the edges e , e , e , e , e, and e, for each cu £ P such that cul = 5 and cu2 = 9. If cu *-* cu denotes this correspondence, then Hcu) = Hcu') (mod 2) and sgn(cu) = -sgn(cu'). Therefore, £(-l)r('1)' sgn(cu) = -£( -l)r(-oe> sgn (cu), and so S( -lY^' sgn(cu) = 0, where each summation is over all cu £ P such that cul = 5 and cu2 = 9.
n The next lemma is immediate from Lemma 2 and Theorem 2. we obtain c = 2 -AliV2n) tot re > 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
As a final remark the computations above are all valid if the A . 's are regarded as 7?2 x ?72 matrices for any m < n.
